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Human Services Advisory Commission – HSAC 
Quarterly Meeting 
Weld County, CO 
April 26, 2019 
 
Meeting Minutes 
 
The Human Services Advisory Commission of Weld County, Colorado met in regular session for 
its quarterly meeting in the Weld County Department of Human Services Building B, Greeley, 
Colorado, April 26, 2019 at 8:20am.  
 
ROLE CALL: The meeting was called to order by the co-chair and the following members of the 
Commission were present: Enita Kearns-Hout, Elizabeth Barber, Melanie Falvo, Jodi Hartmann, 
Stephanie Gausch, Pres Montoya, Adam Turk, Stanley Graffis, Cynthia Horn, Tom Teixeira, 
Michael Matthews, Lisa Taylor.  

Nancy Wiehagen, Guest 

Department of Human Service Staff also present:  
• Scott James, County Commissioner  
• Jamie Ulrich, Deputy Director 
• Karin Crandall, Outreach Manager 
• Tobi Cullins, Contract Management and Compliance Coordinator  
• Tami Grant 
• John Kruse  
• Julie Witkowski 
• Anna Korthius 
• Jason Latta 
• Kerrie Becker  
• Kelly M, Director AAA  
• Robin Overmyer  

 
Anna Korthius – opened up meeting with a presentation on their child care programming; Tami: 
Weld Childcare recruiter; 5,073 to licensed child care providers and estimate that 13,000 need 
case. 55-58% of kids in Weld County go to a FFN provider (neighbor, aunt, etc.); Looking at FFN 
and assertive approach to recruitment, retention and engagement of childcare providers; will 
help give families more options whether they want FFN or a licensed center; regardless of the 
families choice is to support them no matter their choice. Want access to safe, quality homes. 
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Hope as FFN providers can identify this as a career pathway to help them get license (if they 
would like to); will help whether they’re interested in this or not. Want to make sure homes are 
safe. UWWC, NRBH and WCDPHE are partners in this. WCDPHE looks at safety in home; NRBH 
looks into support for parents and providers (e.g. dealing with child with challenging behavior 
and give them tools);  

CALL TO ORDER  

REVIEW OF MINUTES: Adam Turk made a motion to approve the minutes from the last quarterly 
meeting.  Stephanie Gausch second.  All in favor, none opposed. The motion was unanimously 
approved.  

COMMUNIY SERVICES BLOCK GRANT UPDATE: Karin Crandall presented information on CSBG 
from their annual report; a summary was provided to the commission. Ms. Crandall noted that 
annual reports are done differently, and that they now have an online system, so staff pulled key 
points out for the commission; for review, please see “2018 CSBG Summary Report” in packet for 
details. A 2018 A/D Summary was also presented; please note, in the CSBG section of the pie 
chart – it did not include $30k to shelters and the food bank, food box referrals. The amount 
listed was for families that came to the department and that were connected to the resources by 
the Emergency Funds Distribution Committee. Jamie Ulrich pointed out that this group spends a 
lot of time of this but that it is good because it cuts back on duplication and really homes in on 
what were appropriate referrals.  

DISCUSSION: Jodi Hartmann asked what the acronym SEA stands for. Karin clarified that it stands 
for Special Economic Assistance which is money that flows through child welfare for child 
reunification.  She also clarified the other funding sources listed on the pie chart: Kinship 
supports families, Kinship TANF helps to pay for needs of the kids that are living with the kinship 
family, TANF helps support needy families and is tied closely to workforce development, Realities 
for Children is a grant and not county dollars, Adult Protection helps to support older adults in a 
home where they currently live, Employment first is for clients on food stamps that are also 
working with employment case manager and that Care Services is money that flows through 
child welfare. Enita Kearns-Hout asked for examples of why a household would be denied 
services through these different pots of funding. Staff explained that a few of the most common 
reasons are that people actually have the means to pay for themselves, and that the assistance 
will not help the household be sustainable. Stanley Graffis asked if the county tracks the time it 
takes from request of assistance to when it is granted/denied. Staff clarified that all assistance 
asks are reviewed every Wednesdays and that households get answers on Thursdays. However, 
staff can do an emergency review and can process same day assistance if needed.  

CSBG FINANCIAL REPORT: Jason Latta noted that there were two expense overages in 
Employment Services and Administration but that they had almost a 30% balance/carry over. He 
noted that on the budget given, the numbers were year to date through the end of February. He 
noted that if we use an 8.5%/month of the budget, we would be targeted to have spent 17% by 
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February, but that spending is below that. Jason also noted that CSBG tends to have more 
expenses during summer months and over the holiday season. He noted that the $102,000 carry 
over from last year has not been distributed yet. Jodi Hartmann asked when carry over has to be 
distributed by. Julie Witkowski noted that it has to be spent by Sept. 30th, 2019 and that the 
county spends out of carry over first always. She also noted that there are some child welfare 
overages, so money was being shifted to help cover that.  

ANNOUNCEMENT: Karin Crandall reminded everyone that the annual poverty conference will be 
in Colorado Springs this year and focuses on CSBG and families living in poverty. This year the 
conference will be held July 16-18, 2019. She noted that today is last day to sign up for early bird 
and to please let her know ASAP if you are able to and would like to attend. Ms. Crandall noted 
that the structure of the conference will be different than in the past: this time it will be larger 
group sessions with everyone in the same room instead of everyone picking different topics.  

STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE – Jamie Ulrich pointed out highlights from the summary that was 
provided to commission members in their packet. 2018 highlights include: momentum moving 
forward with strategic plan updates. She noted that preplanning happened in 2016, real planning 
in 2017, and 2018 was implementing the plan. The intent is to keep implementation going in 
2019. Ms. Ulrich noted a few of the tremendous outcomes that happened in 2018: DHS hosted 
its first ever all department meeting and then embarked on employee engagement effort 
towards end of 2018 that will continue onto 2019; Action team 4 is working on department wide 
yearend report that should be completed at the end of 2019; and continuing to look at client 
centered a customer-service centered approach. She asked commission members to please give 
us feedback if they hear things out in the community – both good or bad. She also noted that 
they are continuing to work on professional development which includes training and 
professional development for both new and veteran staff members.  

DISCUSSION: Melanie Falvo asked if we have people with different abilities on the panel of 
people looking at lobby and customer service? She’s heard comments that, as able-bodied 
people, we don’t always see the nuances that can create challenges in spaces. Pres Montoya 
asked what the outcome of all of this was. Jamie Ulrich noted that the end goal is increasing 
employee engagement and retention; as far as clients, we really want to make sure their needs 
are getting met the first time. She noted that a first touch resolution would be the best-case 
scenario, but that in order to get to that point we need to make sure to take a look at our 
expectations for staff and how we help our staff get to this point. We will look at data, client 
surveys and feedback from our community partners. Pres noted that a challenge he sees with 
the people he works with can be follow through and wondered how can community partners 
help? Jamie noted that it is important that we know which are mandatory and which are not and 
that is the best way that agency partners can help the department in this matter. Pres Montoya 
also asked if we could work on DHS staff having better relationships with staff at other entities. 
Jodi Hartmann noted that this was something they saw a lot at the Greeley Transitional House – 
the struggle between agency time, department time, trying to help guests understand 
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importance of meeting DHS requirements. She suggested that perhaps this could be part of 
process – task for with agencies to figure out how we can work better together to help clients 
with warm handoff. Ms. Ulrich agreed that was a great idea. Lisa Taylor noted that something 
like that has already happened on the employment side of thigs; they’ve set up a community of 
practice meeting where those direct services providers can meet and issues. Michael Matthews 
asked if there a measurable goal for getting satisfaction surveys back from guests/clients who 
use DHS services. John Kruse said yes, but that the return is a lot lower than the number of 
surveys they are giving out; of those returned they are seeing an 80-90% satisfaction rate thus 
far.  

 

ALL DEPARTMENT MEETING; John Kruse noted that one of three goals in the strategic plan is 
optimizing coordination and partnerships within the organization; one thing their team was 
charged with is evaluating feasibility and benefit of an all department meeting. He noted that 
they came to conclusion that we did need one and that staff wanted one and on February 8 we 
had a very successful first all department meeting. Zero county dollars were spent (other than 
staff time) and they had a lot of good feedback on what folks liked and disliked. The results of 
that are summarized in the commission handout packet. Staff noted that they hope to kick off 
next planning committee in the next week or two to focus on next year’s all department 
meeting.  

CONTRACTED SERVICES – Tobi Cullins gave a summary of the contracted services handout that 
was given in the commission packets. Tobi noted that there were approximately 70 agreements 
drafted in relation to facilities, out of home placements and respites, new service agreements 
and amendments for child welfare services, etc. She noted that, this year, the process looked 
slightly different. They had 68 agreements come in and of those, 64 were awarded and half of 
those are already back and signed. Finally, she noted that they had AAA Older Americans grant 
applications/bid proposals due by Feb 20; through that process, they have continued to award to 
same vendors as in the past.  

FAMILY PRESERVATION REPORT –Tobi noted that the completion of a Family Preservation report 
is a requirement of statue that looks at core services programs across the state. For the state of 
Colorado, CSU is the evaluator. They facilitate the process of getting the information (pulled 
from Trails, and from questions answered online), evaluating information and then sending it in 
as a big report to the state called the “Governors Report.” Tobi noted that CSU will give us 
detailed information on Weld County and noted that if anyone would like the report to please 
ask her for it.   

CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH – Julie Witkowski noted that this month was Child Abuse 
Prevention month and that they are wrapping it up with one last event today. This followed a full 
month of activities that all divisions were invited to. On April 1st the county commissioners did a 
proclamation to claim April as child abuse prevention month. Pres Montoya wondered whether 
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our child abuse numbers in Weld County were high, on average or low compared to the rest of 
the state.  Jamie Ulrich noted that Weld County has seen an increase in 25% of referrals, 
assessments, and abuse/neglect filings and cases. She noted that while this continues to grow in 
the child welfare area, other counties were also experiencing this same growth. Some of the 
reason for this is population growth, and also that Weld County is seeing more complex challenges. 
Ms. Ulrich noted that we’re considered #8 in the top ten large counties and that part of being in 
top ten means that every foster care case is reviewed every 6 months. A challenge with this is that 
we are still not funded as high as bigger counties, and this hurts us a little. A commission member 
asked where most cases were referred from. Staff responded that the biggest referral source are 
schools, daycares, law enforcement, neighbors, and family.  Elizabeth Barber noted that, while we 
don’t want numbers to go up, she was happy to see families being supported. Staff noted that the 
highest number of referrals are around last few weeks of school.  Enita Kearns-Hout asked for 
clarification on case load and staff noted that right now there are 18-20 cases per worker but that 
we would like to have 10-12. Stephanie Gausch asked how this affects the services able to provide. 
Staff noted that cost wise, they were spending a lot and that still the workers don’t have enough 
time to spend with families; they also are not giving the right services or are having services in for 
longer. Generally speaking, they are not able to spend as much direct time with kids and families. 
Ms. Ulrich noted that this is where contacts really come into play and can help out. Elizabeth 
Barber asked what the determination is around when you can look at adding new staff. Jamie 
responded that the state has a formula for this and that they actively work on that methodology 
and that allocation formula all year around; however, there is not enough money for the entire 
state to provide the services we need. Stanley Graffis asked if they provide training for partners to 
pick up on signs for child abuse. Robin noted that yes, there is online training for mandatory 
reporters and that the county will reach out to schools, though some take us up on that and some 
don’t. She noted that teachers are great at picking up signs. Meredith Munoz asked if they have 
data on # reports vs # cases opened.  Robin replied that they screen out 63% of referrals that come 
in, though they are assigning more than we used to. They used to be 70% screened out, but they 
are seeing referrals going up with hotline number. Robin noted that the screen-outs go to the 
prevention team to work on.   

IDENTOGO – Jennifer and Justin; organizational integrity; new fingerprinting. CO passed 
legislation that says that all CDI fingerprinting go through digital fingerprinting so law 
enforcement and others not able to do this anymore; wanted to make sure site here available to 
process these fast. Opened office here on site; staff now doing fingerprinting on behalf of 
IndentoGO; helping to make sure that public also has access to fingerprinting; large concern 
because they have been closing down offices in Northern Colorado and now we’re the only 
office north of Westminster; For DHS specific individuals have standby hours 8-9am and 3:30-
4:30pm and standard hours in-between. Takes up to 20 minutes depending on condition of your 
fingerprints; digitally scanned and sent directly to requesting agency; booked 2-3 weeks out right 
now. Standby hours are critical for internal needs, especially for entities like child welfare. Tom – 
do you have to roll each finger? Yes – first place and then roll the finger. Jodi – is there are 
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charge to the public; depends on service – for placement have coupons, but for public there 
might be a fee; There is a fee for the CDI end and IdentoGO; Liz- As a nonprofit agency this is 
difficult for us, and it’s been amazing, and we’ve had excellent service every time we’re sent 
anyone over here. Kudos! Jamie – did not get new staff to do this and they’ve stepped up and 
done a tremendous job! Right now, can only do three per hour; and they cannot expand beyond 
this. Looking into MAYBE doing this on Saturday morning, but nothing set in stone yet.  

AAA Area Plan-2B SFY2020-2023 – Hello! New division head for AAA. Every 4 years state gives 
template, give priority areas to look at and do 4 year plan based on this template. In packet were 
provided a 4-year plan comparison; Kelly highlighted some key points; continuing with a lot of 
services because we’re meeting a lot of needs but will be adding in some evidence-based 
wellness programs and will increase their visibility and ability to provide information and referral. 
Provide reimbursement for Chores that they cannot complete; transportation always an issue – 
main providers have all applied and stayed the same. Core 2 highlights; hiring additional position 
– health and wellness working on volunteers; currently have 25 volunteers and working to grow 
this; have 6 evidence-based programs currently working. They are very popular and looking to 
add more; costly to get them started. Takes a bit of time to find volunteers to help with this. 
Core 4- looking at adding additional meal day in Windsor; Core 5 – continue caregiver covers 
programs; great for respite for caregivers. Option for Long-term care (single entry) case load has 
grown some; growth for ongoing clients has slowed but intakes have grown; have a lot of people 
in and out of hospitals; see people go into Larimer and then come back and reopen here; Lastly 
is adult protection services; added 2 additional staff from 4 to 6 which is great increased 
capacity. Jamie – increase in adult protection caseload is starting mandatory reporting a couple 
year ago and change statewide in Adult protection to get more into investigation side of things; 
doing more investigative work. Expecting more changes from state that we will keep a close eye 
on. Lisa – under support services clarify what minority outreach means? Kelly- one of the things 
we contract with CC to do is minority outreach; started with south weld county and have done a 
great job; will do south Weld but also looking at rural areas as well. Looking to find minority, 60+. 
Enita – learned that we’ve been providing services to seniors for 25 years; in outreach 
demographer gave them info about pockets of where older adults live in pockets;  

DIVISION AUDITS – Kinship Review – Robin noted that the state comes in to look at kinship to see 
if they are following guidelines. In 2015 had 84% compliance but because we did so good they 
didn’t end up coming back; This year, they were at 98% compliance.   

DIVISION AUDITS - Single Entry Point – Kelly gave a summary of the HCPF review process and 
noted that they have not had enough capacity to complete this audit in years past. However, she 
noted that this year HCPF decided that they had enough staff to assist and hired a vendor to do 
this work. After much review, Kelly noted that HCPF realized that the vendor they hired to help 
with this work needed more training. As such, the audit does not look as good as it usually does. 
She noted that they hope to see an improvement in the next year.  Finally, she noted that this 
was a challenge that AAAs had across the state.  
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UPDATES – Enita Kearns-Hout shared that there will be a free dental bus coming to Catholic 
Charities that can serve those with insurance, or without. She noted that she will send a flyer to 
the group.  Stephanie Gausch shared that the foodbank is piloting being open the last Saturday 
of the month from 9-1. She noted that a lot of people cannot get in during regular hours; Ms. 
Gausch also noted that they are kicking off the summer feeding program next month and let the 
group know that volunteers are needed to help serve meals over lunch hour. Tom Teixeira noted 
that the Housing Authority is considering opening up both waitlists soon (Greeley and Weld).  He 
noted that they are also working hard to help keep the Southmoore apartments as affordable, 
and that they have two new projects in the works in south Weld County (Frederick and Fort 
Lupton) and one in Evans. Finally, he reported that the new seniors’ units (Peakview) are almost 
fully leased up. Melanie Falvo mentioned that the United Way annual Day of Action volunteering 
event is coming up. IF you are interested in volunteering or hosing volunteers, please let her 
know.  She also noted that the Cold Weather Shelter season had officially ended and that they 
have served over 500 unduplicated individuals that season. Ms. Falvo noted that there were over 
90 older adults served (55+) and over 50 youth served (aged 18-24). Ms. Falvo and Ms. Kearns-
Hout thanked all of the volunteers, including commission members who served a meal there that 
winter!   

ADJOURNMENT – As there was no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:19am.  

 

 


